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[1] In this study we tested upland hillslope evolution models and constrained the rates of
regolith production, colluvial transport, and eolian deposition over geologic time scales
in a dated volcanic landscape in northern New Mexico using field measurements of
regolith thickness; geochemical analyses of regolith, bedrock, and regional dust; numerical
modeling of regolith production and transport; and quantitative analyses of airborne light
detection and ranging (lidar) digital elevation models (DEMs). Within this volcanic
landscape, many topographically closed basins exist as a result of compressional folding and
explosion pitting during eruption. The landscape has evolved from an initial state of no
regolith cover at 40 ± 5 ka to its modern state, which has highly weathered regolith ranging
from 0 to 3+ m, with local thickness values controlled primarily by topographic position.
Our models constrain the maximum rate of regolith production in the study area to be
in the range of 0.02 to 0.12 m kyr−1 and the rate of colluvial transport per unit slope gradient
to be in the range of 0.2 to 2.7 m2 kyr−1, with higher values in areas with more aboveground
biomass. We conclude that a depth‐dependent colluvial transport model better predicts
the observed spatial distribution of regolith thickness compared to a model that has no depth
dependence. This study adds to the database of estimates for rates of regolith production
and transport in the western United States and shows how dated landscapes can be used to
improve our understanding of the coevolution of landscapes and regolith cover.
Citation: Pelletier, J. D., et al. (2011), Calibration and testing of upland hillslope evolution models in a dated landscape: Banco
Bonito, New Mexico, J. Geophys. Res., 116, F04004, doi:10.1029/2011JF001976.

1. Introduction
[2] In upland landscapes where the unconsolidated material above bedrock (i.e., regolith) is derived principally from
the physical and chemical breakdown of the bedrock, a strong
coupling exists between the evolution of the hillslope
topography and the thickness of the regolith. The local regolith thickness influences both the rates of regolith production (e.g., thicker regolith protects the underlying bedrock
from diurnal temperature variations that lead to physical
weathering processes such as hydrofracturing) and transport
(e.g., thicker regolith can result in higher fluxes of regolith
downslope for otherwise similar conditions). Regolith thickness also exerts a fundamental control on the rainfall‐runoff
response of hillslopes, e.g., thinner regolith of a given texture
is generally more prone to runoff than thicker regolith of the
same texture [e.g., Bertoldi et al., 2006; Gochis et al., 2010].

As such, improving our ability to predict regolith thickness
and how it varies across upland landscapes and over geologic
time scales is an important goal with implications for pedology, geomorphology, and hydrology.
[3] Hillslopes in many upland environments evolve via a
combination of rock breakdown by physical and chemical
processes (which produce regolith) and colluvial processes
(which transport it). Landscape denudation occurs through a
combination of mass loss by physical (e.g., creep, bioturbation) and chemical (e.g., transport of solutes in runoff) processes. In this paper we assume that the rhyolite bedrock in our
study site breaks down primarily into particulate matter rather
than minerals in solution so that disaggregation of the bedrock
results in a thickening of the regolith profile. The model of this
paper tracks the elevation of the bedrock surface, b(x, y, t),
and the thickness of regolith, h(x, y, t), via the conservation
of mass equations (shown schematically in Figure 1a)
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Figure 1. Diagrams illustrating the geometry and regolith production rate in upland hillslope systems.
(a) Schematic diagram of the geometry of an upland hillslope profile from divide to channel head.
(b) Plots of the soil/regolith production rate as a function of thickness measured normal to the surface,
illustrating the exponential model of Heimsath et al. [1997] and an alternative humped model based
upon a particular form of the function proposed by Furbish and Fagherazzi [2001].
where z is the elevation of topography, rb is the bedrock
density, rs is the bulk density of the regolith, P is the rate
of lowering of the weathering front (the regolith‐bedrock
interface) normal to the surface in a bedrock‐fixed reference
frame,  is the slope angle, U is the rock uplift rate, and E is
the rate of erosion/deposition (defined as positive if regolith
is being removed) [Heimsath et al., 1997, 2001; Minasny and
McBratney, 1999].
[4] Cosmogenic radionuclide (CRN) studies indicate that
the rate of soil production normal to the surface decays
exponentially with the thickness of overlying soil measured
normal to the surface, hcos, i.e.,
P ¼ P0 ehcos=h0

ð4Þ

where h0 is a constant equal to approximately 0.5 m based
on data from the studies of Heimsath et al. [1997, 1999,
2001, 2006] (shown schematically in Figure 1b). In the rest
of this paper we refer to P as the regolith production rate and
P0 as the maximum regolith production rate when h = 0
(both measured normal to the surface). In order to use P to
calculate the rate of regolith thickening, P must be multiplied by the density contrast rb/rs because P is strictly
defined in (4) as the lowering rate of the weathering front in
a fixed‐bedrock reference frame. The term regolith in this
paper refers to all of the highly weathered and unconsolidated material above bedrock, including actively mobile
colluvium (i.e., soil), relict colluvium (mobile at one time
but no longer), and saprolite that has weathered sufficiently
to be penetrable by a shovel or auger. Heimsath et al. [1997]
applied their soil production function (i.e., (4)) only to the
active colluvial layer. The distinction between soil and
regolith in the context of (4) is significant only in locations
where highly weathered saprolite is a substantial component
of the regolith profile. Highly weathered saprolite is not a
substantial portion of the regolith in our study site in Banco
Bonito due to the relatively young age of the landscape
and semiarid climate of the region, i.e., regolith in Banco
Bonito is generally less than or equal to the typical tree

rooting depth of 1–2 m based on measurements of root balls
exhumed by tree throw. Whether to apply (4) to just the
mobile soil layer or the entire regolith profile depends in
part on the particular application and on the degree of
weathering/disaggregation of the saprolite. If the purpose of
the study is to quantify the spatial variations of the thickness
of the permeable layer above relatively impermeable bedrock (e.g., for hydrological applications such as rainfall
runoff modeling) and the saprolite is highly disaggregated
and permeable relative to the bedrock, then the soil production function (i.e., (4)) should be applied to the entire
layer of highly weathered and permeable regolith for that
particular application. A key goal of this paper is to test
approaches for combining numerical modeling and field
measurements to map spatial variations in the thickness
of highly weathered and permeable regolith for a range of
hydrologic and geomorphic applications. As such, we apply
(4) to the entire profile of highly weathered regolith rather
than just the mobile soil layer. Yoo and Mudd [2008] suggested that the soil production function could apply to the
thickening of both the active colluvial layer and the entire
regolith layer (with different values of P0). Recently,
Lebedeva et al. [2010] proposed a process‐based regolith
production model that is consistent with the exponential
form in (4). In addition to the exponential production function, theoretical studies suggest that a humped relationship
of soil/regolith production to thickness may be appropriate
in some cases (Figure 1b) [e.g., Ahnert, 1977; Cox, 1980;
Anderson and Humphrey, 1989; Strudley et al., 2006].
Recent cosmogenic radionuclide data provide some support
for a humped production model [e.g., Heimsath et al., 2001,
2006; Wilkinson and Humphreys, 2005]. In this study we
adopt the exponential model because the functional form
of the humped model is still not well constrained by available data.
[5] Erosion on hillslopes occurs by colluvial processes
(e.g., creep, bioturbation) and flowing water (e.g., slope/rill
wash). The relative importance of these two types of processes varies with distance from the divide and the texture
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of the regolith, with colluvial processes dominating in portions of hillslopes close to divides and on hillslopes comprised of relatively coarsely textured regolith and a relatively
high vegetation density, and slope/rill wash becoming more
important near the valley head and in hillslopes with low
vegetation density and/or finely textured regolith [Carson
and Kirkby, 1972]. Erosion/deposition is defined as the
divergence of the flux of the actively mobile portion of regolith via mass conservation, i.e.,
E ¼rq

ð5Þ

where E is the erosion/deposition rate in (3) and q is a volumetric flux of colluvial material. Early research on modeling
colluvial transport [Culling, 1960, 1963] assumed that the
flux of regolith was proportional to the slope gradient, i.e.,
q ¼ rz

ð6Þ

where  has units of L2 T−1. Combining (5) and (6) yields the
diffusion equation for soil‐mantled hillslopes. As slopes
become steep, however, the linear relationship between flux
and gradient assumed in (5) breaks down. Roering et al.
[1999], following upon Andrews and Bucknam [1987], proposed a nonlinear slope‐dependent transport model given by
q¼

rz
1  ðjrzj=Sc Þ2

ð7Þ

where Sc is an angle of stability. Equations (6) and (7) are
limited, however, in that they exhibit an unrealistic discontinuity in flux as the regolith thickness goes from zero to a small
but finite value. If there is no regolith available for transport,
then the flux of regolith must be zero. As the regolith thickens
just a bit, however (e.g., from 0 to 1 mm), (6) and (7) state that
the flux jumps abruptly from zero to a prescribed value that is
independent of regolith thickness. An alternative approach is
to assume that the flux is proportional to the regolith thickness
measured normal to the tangent of the slope:
q¼

d h cos rz
1  ðjrzj=Sc Þ2

ð8Þ

where d has units of L1 T−1 [Anderson, 2002; Roering, 2008;
Furbish et al., 2009]. The use of regolith thickness h in (8)
raises an important issue. Although it is reasonable for the
flux of regolith to increase linearly with regolith thickness for
relatively thin regolith where the entire regolith layer is
actively mobile, the relationship between flux and thickness
must generally level off or saturate at some value of h because
only the actively mobile portion of the regolith should be
included in (8) [Roering, 2008]. In this paper we do not differentiate between the regolith thickness h in (4) and the
thickness of the actively mobile layer h in (8) for two reasons.
First, differentiating between relict and active colluvium in
our study site at Banco Bonito was difficult because colluvium
has accumulated over time in depositional areas such that the
lower portions of colluvial deposits may no longer be actively
mobile. Second, as noted above, regolith in the study site is
relatively thin and the distinction between an actively mobile
soil layer (i.e., the h in (8)) and the entire regolith layer (the
h in (4)) is not large in such cases.
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[6] The goal of this paper is to develop and test procedures for calibrating the values of P0, , and d using site‐
specific high‐resolution topographic and regolith thickness
data. To put our resulting constraints for P0, , and d into
context, it is useful to review our current understanding of
how P0 and  vary with climate, rock type, and other controlling variables. Riebe et al. [2004] measured rates of
chemical weathering and inferred rates of physical erosion
and chemical denudation using a chemical depletion fraction
approach in granitic terrain over a wide range of climates.
Pelletier and Rasmussen [2009b] used the data of Riebe
et al. [2004] to document a systematic positive relationship between regolith production rates and an energy‐based
variable that combines mean annual temperature (MAT),
mean annual precipitation (MAP), and biomass, assuming
a steady state balance between regolith production and
physical erosion. Pelletier and Rasmussen [2009b] inferred
values for the regolith production rate P0 across a range of
climates and showed that P0 values in granite increase from
several centimeters per thousand years in semiarid climates
to more than several meters per thousand years in humid
climates. Figure 2 illustrates contour maps of P0 as a
function of MAT and MAP using the calculations of
Pelletier and Rasmussen [2009b]. The resulting values of
P0 are in the range of 0.04–0.10 m kyr−1 for a wide range
of arid to subhumid climates, with much larger values possible only in warm, humid climates. The results in Figure 2
apply to granite; they are preliminary, and their applicability to other rock types is uncertain. Nevertheless, Figure 2
provides a useful starting point for estimating maximum
regolith production rates and how they vary with climate.
[7] Few quantitative constraints exist on how  varies
with climate. Two lines of evidence, however, suggest that
values of  increase in areas of higher vegetation density.
First, Hanks [2000] compiled data on values of  inferred
from the degradation of landforms of known age (e.g.,
pluvial shoreline scarps). The values of  reported by Hanks
[2000] from scarp studies increase systematically in more
humid climates: i.e.,  = 0.1–0.7 m2 kyr−1 in the hyperarid
and arid portions of Israel,  = 0.5–2.0 m2 kyr−1 in the arid
and semiarid portions of the western U.S., and  ≥ 10 m2
kyr−1 in coastal California and Michigan. One limitation of
scarp studies is that they most often constrain the long‐term
values of  in cases where an abundance of unconsolidated
material is available for transport. Effective diffusivity
values may be lower in upland environments where soil
is relatively thin. Second, Hughes et al. [2009] inferred a
near doubling of colluvial transport rates in a landscape of
moderate relief in New Zealand between the late Pleistocene
and early Holocene, coincident with a shift from a late
Pleistocene shrubland/grassland mosaic to a Holocene forest
ecosystem (e.g., a higher vegetation density). The results of
Hughes et al. [2009] are consistent with a series of papers
that relate the value of  directly to vegetation density
[Roering et al., 2004; Walther et al., 2009]. Rates of colluvial transport by bioturbation can be expected to increase
with increasing vegetation density because more plants are
available to drive transport.
[8] Equations (1)–(3) assume that all of the regolith is
derived from the disaggregation of bedrock. In many arid
and semiarid regions, eolian deposition is a significant
source of mass accumulation in soil/regolith. Typical silt
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Figure 2. Diagram illustrating one proposed relationship
between P0 and climate. The diagram shows a contour plot
of the maximum regolith production rate, P0, as a function
of mean annual precipitation (MAP) and mean annual temperature (MAT) for granite, based on the calibration of
Pelletier and Rasmussen [2009b]. In a broad range of arid
to subhumid climates, P0 values have relatively narrow
range from 0.04 to 0.1 m/kyr.
and clay accumulation rates in the Mojave Desert are in
the range of 0.1 to 0.3 cm kyr−1 on landforms that are 101–
102 kyr in age [Reheis et al., 2002; Pelletier, 2007]. Fewer
long‐term estimates of dust deposition are available in
northern New Mexico compared to the Mojave Desert, but
modern dust deposition rates in northern New Mexico
measured in dust traps are several times lower than in
the Mojave Desert (http://geochange.er.usgs.gov/sw/impacts/
geology/dust2/), suggesting, conservatively, that long‐term
rates of eolian silt and clay accumulation in northern New
Mexico are most likely less than or equal to the upper range
of values (i.e., 0.3 cm kyr−1) measured in the Mojave Desert
over the 101–102 kyr time scale. Over a 40 kyr time scale, a
rate of 0.3 cm kyr−1 translates into approximately 12 cm of
dust. In regolith that is 1–2 m thick (i.e., an approximate
value for our study site at Banco Bonito, averaging regolith
thickness values across ridge tops, side slopes, and valley/
basin bottoms), 10 cm represents a relatively small fraction
of the total thickness of regolith. In this paper we do not
assume any particular value for the eolian thickness. Instead,
we use immobile element concentrations in the regolith,
bedrock, and regional dust sources to further quantify the
eolian dust content of the regolith at Banco Bonito. Nevertheless, the data presented above suggests that eolian fractions in the regolith of relatively young (101–102 kyr)
landscapes are likely to be approximately 10 to 20%.
[9] In this study we calibrate and evaluate upland hillslope
evolution models in the Banco Bonito rhyolite flow in
northern New Mexico. This landform has three key advantages for this type of study. First, the landscape is dated,
providing a constraint on when the bedrock cooled from
lava and began producing regolith from bedrock. Second,
the landscape is relatively young (40 ± 5 ka); hence the
modern topography preserves many of the hillslope‐scale
features of the original landscape. Third, the landscape is
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comprised of many closed basins where all of the regolith
that has been produced in those basins has been preserved
rather than being delivered to channels.
[10] This study is similar in spirit to the many papers that
have been written on the geomorphic evolution of pluvial
and fault scarps [e.g., Andrews and Hanks, 1985; Andrews
and Bucknam, 1987; Hanks, 2000; Pelletier et al., 2006].
In these studies, the morphology of scarps comprised of
unconsolidated material is used to determine the value of
T most consistent with the scarp morphology, where  is
the diffusivity in (6) and T is the scarp age. If the scarp age
is known independently, the local value of  can be estimated by dividing the value of T determined from scarp
morphology by the scarp age. If, conversely, the diffusivity
 is known or can be estimated independently, the scarp age
can be determined. One drawback of published pluvial and
fault scarp studies is that they focus almost exclusively on
scarps composed of unconsolidated material. Whether the
 values inferred from such studies are applicable to upland
hillslopes where regolith is relatively thin is unknown.
This study aims to show how values of  can be inferred for
upland landscapes, where the finite thickness of transportable
material may limit transport. Also, our approach extends
the inversion procedures used in scarp evolution into a new
dimension by simultaneously constraining the rate of regolith
production from bedrock in addition to the value of  (or d).
Furbish [2003] and Herman and Braun [2006] have demonstrated that measurements of topography and regolith
thickness can be used to place quantitative constraints on
rates of regolith production and colluvial transport on hillslopes. This study is the first to use a dated upland (i.e.,
regolith over bedrock) landscape to test the ability of regolith
thickness and topographic data to calibrate and test alternative hillslope evolution models. Figure 3 schematically
illustrates the cross‐sectional trends of topography and regolith thickness qualitatively for four different end‐member
scenarios. Given low values of P0 and  (or d), for example,
regolith will be thin and uniform. Conversely, given high
values of P0 and  (or d), regolith will be thicker and more
variable from ridge top to basin bottom.
[11] A number of previous studies have attempted to
predict the spatial distribution of soil or regolith thickness in

Figure 3. Schematic diagrams of end‐member cross‐
sectional morphologies of the bedrock (lower curve) and
topographic (upper curve) surfaces of closed basins. Higher
values of P0 promote thicker average regolith over time,
while higher values of  lead to greater redistribution of regolith from convex to concave regions.
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real‐world upland landscapes using process‐based models
that include soil/regolith production and colluvial transport
[e.g., Dietrich et al., 1995; Roering, 2008; Pelletier and
Rasmussen, 2009a; Catani et al., 2010; Nicótina et al.,
2011]. Dietrich et al. [1995] and Roering [2008] developed models that calculate soil thickness as the difference
between soil production and erosion using numerical landscape evolution models that begin with the modern topography (e.g., lidar‐derived DEMs) and an assumed initial
regolith thickness. These models then simulate landscape
development forward in time subject to a prescribed tectonic
uplift rate. In the work of Dietrich et al. [1995], the landscape was evolved forward in time for 15 kyr, based on the
assumption that initial soil development at the study site
began in early Holocene time. In the work of Roering
[2008], the landscape was simulated forward in time for
0.5 Myr until a topographic steady state condition was
achieved. In the work of Dietrich et al. [1995], soil transport
was assumed to be proportional to local slope (i.e., (6)),
while Roering [2008] also employed depth‐dependent and
nonlinear‐slope‐dependent transport models. The resulting
maps of soil thickness generated by these models provide a
process‐based prediction of how soil thicknesses vary across
the landscape. Both methods have limitations, however. In
the work of Dietrich et al. [1995], for example, the modern
topography was used as the initial condition for the model
at 15 ka, together with an assumed initial soil thickness at
that time. The initial age of upland landscapes is generally
not well constrained, however. In the work of Roering
[2008], topographic steady state with a prescribed uplift
rate was assumed. This assumption is valid for some locations but does not hold generally. More recently, Pelletier
and Rasmussen [2009a] proposed a model that does not
require an assumed uplift rate or that the model equations be
integrated forward in time. Instead, their model assumes that
a soil‐ or regolith‐thickness steady state condition applies.
A steady state thickness condition assumes that regolith
production and physical erosion are in balance everywhere
on the landscape. If an inverse relationship exists between
regolith production and regolith thickness, then landscapes
will naturally tend toward a regolith‐thickness steady state
condition. For example, if a change in climate or uplift rate
leads to a raising (lowering) of the erosion rate, regolith will
thin (thicken) as a result, thereby increasing (decreasing) the
regolith production, tending to bring regolith production and
erosion back into balance. Nevertheless, the regolith production function may have a humped form and many landscapes clearly lack a steady state condition. One example of
a nonsteady state landscape is a flat‐topped mesa, where, in the
absence of any significant erosion, regolith production will
continually thicken the regolith, tending to decrease production toward zero but never quite establishing a steady state.
By using a dated landscape with no regolith cover at the time
of its origination, we avoid the necessity of adopting a soil‐ or
regolith‐thickness steady state assumption in this study.

2. Study Area
[12] The modern Valles Caldera region (Figure 4a) was
formed in a series of two volcanic eruptions in the early
Pleistocene [Self et al., 1988], followed by intermittent
volcanic activity throughout the late Pleistocene. The Banco
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Bonito rhyolite flow (Figure 4b) is the youngest of these
eruptions; hence it is not overlain by younger volcanic
deposits [Gardner et al., 1986]. The Banco Bonito flow
yielded approximately 1 km3 of glassy rhyolite lava, with
relatively minor amounts of tephra during the late stages of
the eruption [Self et al., 1991]. The age of the Banco Bonito
flow is estimated to be 40 ± 5 ka based on Electron Spin
Resonance (ESR) [Igoh et al., 1993], 21Ne surface exposure
ages [Phillips et al., 1997], and regionally corrected Infrared‐
Stimulated Luminescence (IRSL) ages [Lepper and Goff,
2007].
[13] Banco Bonito contains many topographically closed
basins (Figures 4c and 4d). The more elongate of these basins
formed by viscous folding as distal lava cooled and slowed
and proximal lava continued to erupt from the vent. The more
circular of these basins are explosion pits, between 50 and
150 m in diameter and 5 to 15 m in relief. Similar explosion
pits have been documented in other rhyolite flows in the
western United States [e.g., Fink et al., 1992]. Viscous
folding and explosion pitting were both simultaneous with
the eruption; hence these basins also date to 40 ± 5 ka.
[14] The stratigraphy of the 140 m‐thick Banco Bonito
flow was described by Goff et al. [1986] and later summarized by Manley and Fink [1987] based on the drill core
VC‐1. The top‐most unit is a finely vesicular pumaceous
tuff of variable but up to 20 m in thickness. Below that unit
is an approximately 20‐m‐thick layer of fractured obsidian
rhyolite (Figure 5a). Below those layers lie alternating units
of obsidian with pumice and/or lithoidal rhyolite. Only the
uppermost obsidian and tuff layers are exposed at the surface within the flow where we have performed fieldwork.
The uppermost tuff layer blankets nearly all of the Banco
Bonito landscape but is not present on the side slopes of
explosion pits (formed by explosive degassing), suggesting
that the tuff may have been locally removed from explosion
pits during their formation. The dual nature of the Banco
Bonito protolith (obsidian and tuff) is potentially problematic for this study because rates of regolith production
depend on rock type/structure and hence may vary spatially
according to whether obsidian or tuff is exposed at the
surface. The obsidian and tuff are similar mineralogically
but differ significantly in porosity and density, with the
pumaceous tuff having a much lower density and higher
grain‐scale porosity compared to the obsidian.
[15] Regolith cover in the closed basins and adjacent ridge
tops of Banco Bonito varies systematically with topographic
position. On ridge tops, regolith is thin or nonexistent,
exposing the volcanic tuff which comprises a large majority
of outcrops in the basin rims and topography between the
explosion pits within Banco Bonito. Where regolith does
exist on ridge tops, it occurs in areas of relatively low
convexity. Larger colluvial clasts derived from the weathering of the bedrock up‐slope are common on side slopes
but generally absent from basin bottoms (Figure 5b). Regolith with few or no large clasts cover the basin bottoms
(Figure 5c). As one moves from ridge tops to side slopes,
regolith cover increases systematically in thickness (shown
schematically in Figure 5d). Basin bottoms also tend to have
a lower density of tree cover compared to side slopes and
ridge tops. In the Valles Caldera region, topographically
closed and/or low gradient landscapes have poorly drained
soils that result in moisture levels too high for Ponderosa
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Figure 4. Shaded relief maps of the Banco Bonito study site and surrounding region. (a) Valles Caldera
region, northern New Mexico, (b) Banco Bonito volcanic flow and adjacent Redondo Mountain (northeast corner of map), (c) subset of the Banco Bonito flow where field work was conducted with locations
where the five basins where detailed regolith presence/absence and thickness data were obtained.
(d) Same area as Figure 4c, but including a transparent overlay illustrating topographically closed basins.
pine (Pinus ponderosa) [Coop and Givnish, 2007]. To the
extent that colluvial transport is driven by bioturbation in
Banco Bonito, this spatial variation in tree density suggests
that the rate of colluvial transport per unit slope gradient,
e.g.,  in the slope‐dependent transport model (i.e., (6)) or d
in the slope‐ and depth‐dependent transport model (i.e., (8)),
may also vary spatially. Field observations suggest that creep
and bioturbation are the dominant hillslope transport processes acting in the closed basins of Banco Bonito today, i.e.,
perennial grass cover and an absence of rills suggests that
slope and rill wash are not significant transport processes
under current conditions.
[16] The modern climate of Banco Bonito (elevation
between 2400 and 2700 m a.s.l.) is semiarid and subalpine.
High temperatures range seasonally from about 0°C to 25°C,
and low temperatures range from about −15°C to 10°C
[Bowen, 1990]. At nearby meteorological monitoring stations, measured annual precipitation varies from 575 mm
at the lower‐elevation station (Wolf Canyon Met station at
2550 m a.s.l.) to 725 mm at the higher‐elevation snow
telemetry (Snotel) station (Quemzon Snotel, at 2900 m a.s.l.)
[e.g., Molotch et al., 2009]. Measurements indicate that about
half of this precipitation falls during the winter months, primarily as snow, and the rest falls as rain during warmer
times of the year, especially during brief but intense summer

thunderstorms that are associated with the North American
Monsoon system. Vegetation in Banco Bonito is dominated by Ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) with gamble oak
(Quercus gambelii) scrublands at lower elevations and south‐
facing slopes and mixed conifer vegetation (e.g., blue spruce
(Picea pungens), Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii),
white fir (Abies concolor), corkbark fir (Abies lasiocarpa var.
arizonica), Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii), and
interspersed aspen (Populus tremuloides)) at higher elevations and on north‐facing slopes [Coop and Givnish, 2007;
Muldavin and Tonne, 2003].

3. Methods
3.1. Field Measurements and Lidar Analysis
[17] The goal of our field work was to collect data that,
when used in conjunction with numerical modeling, would
constrain the values of P0 and  (or d). In nearly all points
on the landscape, regolith thickness is controlled by a
complex combination of P0 and  (or d). On relatively flat,
low‐curvature, high‐elevation areas, however, the effects of
erosion/deposition are minimized and regolith thickness is
controlled predominantly by the regolith production parameter P0. In such cases, erosion can be approximated as zero
and regolith thickness values measured in the field can be
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Figure 5. Field photographs illustrating representative features of Banco Bonito. (a) Roadcut exposure
of fractured Banco Bonito obsidian overlain by regolith of variable (0.5–1.0 m) thickness. (b) Photograph
looking up from the bottom of basin 3 (total basin relief is 10 m), illustrating the relative lack of trees and
large colluvial clasts in the foreground, transitioning to denser tree and colluvial clast cover on sideslopes.
(c) Typical basin bottom regolith profile, illustrating a weakly developed B horizon (Bw) and a gradual
transition to a BC horizon. (d) Schematic diagram of a typical basin cross section. Ridge tops of sufficient
convexity expose bedrock. Moving down the slope, thin regolith with a high density of large colluvial
clasts (represented by open circles) gradually gives way to thicker regolith with fewer large clasts.
used to solve for P0 uniquely by integrating (3) with E set to
zero to yield a formula for P0 in terms of the mean regolith
thickness, hm, measured on summit flats, i.e.,
P0 ¼


s h0  hm =h0
e
1
b TBB

ð9Þ

where TBB = 40 kyr. Such summit flat areas must not only be
gently sloping and have low curvature but they must also sit
relatively high in the landscape with respect to surrounding
topography in order to ensure that they are not areas of significant deposition in the past. To aid in selecting summit flat
locations, we computed the slope and curvature of the Banco
Bonito landscape using a bare‐earth lidar‐derived 1 m/pixel
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) produced by the National
Center for Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM). Prior to
computing slope and curvature, we smoothed the bare‐earth
lidar DEM, which contains significant small‐scale variability
due to fallen trees, tree throw, low vegetation, etc., by diffusing the landscape forward in time with T = 3 m2. This
smoothing procedure and specific value of T greatly reduces
the small‐scale variability in the DEM without significantly
affecting the shape of the landscape at the hillslope scale,
as we confirmed by visual inspection of shaded‐relief images
of the smoothed DEM. We then applied a threshold filter to
the slope and curvature maps, selecting only those areas with
slopes less than 5% and absolute values of curvature less than
0.015 m−1 as potential summit flat areas potentially suitable
for using regolith thickness to infer P0. This filtering proce-

dure retains some basin bottom areas as potential summit
flats, however, because basin bottoms can have both a low
slope and a low curvature yet, as basin bottoms, have certainly experienced significant colluvial deposition in the past.
To eliminate those basin bottom areas from consideration as
potential summit flats, we further diffused the topography
with T = 20 m2 after first computing and storing the
slope and curvature grids from the first diffusion filter with
T = 3 m2. Then, we computed the curvature and filtered
out all the areas that had a positive curvature value after the
T = 20 m2 smoothing. Aggressive, high‐T smoothing
causes the relatively flat basin bottoms to increase in concavity and hence enables them to be recognized as basin
bottoms rather than summit flats using the threshold curvature criterion. We chose the threshold values of slope and
absolute value of curvature (0.05 and 0.015 m−1, respectively) based on a trial‐and‐error procedure, i.e., those values
yield summit flats that are as flat and gently curved as possible but not so flat and gently curved that there are very
few summit flats to choose from. Visual inspection of the
resulting map (Figure 6) verifies that our method successfully
identifies summit flats. We then used the map to select 13
summit flat locations in the field where regolith thickness
data were obtained by excavation of soil pits after verifying
the flat nature of the topography in the field. These 13
locations were also chosen based on proximity to roads and
the absence of Native American artifacts based on field surveys conducted by VCNP Cultural Resources staff during the
time of the field work.
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Figure 6. Illustration of the locations and results of the summit flat regolith thickness survey. The background image shows the shaded relief of the Banco Bonito region where fieldwork was performed. In the
transparent overlay, dark gray regions indicate those areas where the slope is less than 5% and the absolute values of the curvature is less than 0.01. From all possible gray areas, we choose 13 locations to dig
pits. Regolith thicknesses at these locations have a mean value of 1.3 m and a coefficient of variation of
0.5 (inset histogram), providing a preliminary constraint on P0.
[18] In addition to measuring regolith thickness on summit flats, we also dug four to six soil pits along transects
within each of the five basins we chose for detailed surveys.
Three of these (basins 1, 3, and 5) are circular basins formed
by explosion pitting and the remaining two are elongate
basins formed by compressional folding. In the two elongate
basins, we dug pits along transects parallel to the short axis
of each basin in order to maximize the range of observed
regolith thickness per unit length of transect. In circular pits
we choose N‐S or E‐W transects depending on which
directions had fewer trees or other obstacles to excavation.
The regolith thickness data are given in Table 1.
[19] The transition between the regolith and bedrock in
Banco Bonito is gradual in part because of the fractured
nature of the bedrock (Figure 5a). This gradual transition
poses a challenge for measuring precise, reproducible regolith thicknesses in the field by excavation of pits. In order
to minimize this problem, we took a systematic approach to
the excavation of each pit in which all of the highly
weathered regolith in a 1 m × 2 m area was excavated to
the point of refusal. Refusal in this context refers to using
a combination of digging bars, augers, and shovels to the
point where no further digging or augering was possible in
any portion of the 1 m × 2 m pit area. Augering is potentially problematic as a means for measuring regolith thickness because one might hit a colluvial clast above a saprolite
layer rather than hitting bedrock or relatively unweathered
saprolite. In cases where augering was necessary (e.g.,
because clasts that were too large to be excavated prevented

further digging), we verified a consistent regolith thickness
in at least two auger holes.
[20] In addition to measuring regolith thickness by excavating soil pits, there is potentially valuable information to
be gained from simply documenting the presence/absence
of bedrock at different locations along field transects. To
motivate this concept, consider the solution for the steady
state regolith thickness obtained by setting ∂h/∂t in (3) equal
to zero, substituting (4) and (6) into (3), and solving for h:


h0
b P 0
1
ln 
h¼
cos 
s  cos  r2 z

ð10Þ

Equation (10) can be rewritten to solve for the critical value
of the curvature below which bare‐bedrock slopes form (i.e.,
h = 0):

b P0
r2 zbedrock ¼ 
s  cos 

ð11Þ

In this paper we do not use the steady state regolith‐
thickness assumption; hence (10) and (11) do not strictly
apply. Nevertheless, (11) suggests that transects of bedrock
presence/absence may be useful for constraining the ratio
P0/ (or d).
[21] To measure the presence/absence of bedrock in each
of the five basins, we chose a plot center point near the
bottom of each basin. The UTM coordinates of the plot
centers were measured to <1 m accuracy using a Trimble
Pathfinder GPS receiver. From plot center we extended tape
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Table 1. Regolith Thickness/Depth‐to‐Bedrock Measurements in
Banco Bonitoa
Study Area
Summit
Summit
Summit
Summit
Summit
Summit
Summit
Summit
Summit
Summit
Summit
Summit
Summit
Basin 1
Basin 1
Basin 1
Basin 1
Basin 1
Basin 2
Basin 2
Basin 2
Basin 2
Basin 2
Basin 3
Basin 3
Basin 3
Basin 3
Basin 3
Basin 3
Basin 4
Basin 4
Basin 4
Basin 4
Basin 4
Basin 4
Basin 5
Basin 5
Basin 5
Basin 5
Basin 5
Basin 5

Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Easting (m)

Northing (m)

Thickness/
DTB (m)

356,271
356,487
357,085
356,911
356,639
357,077
356,845
356,751
356,623
356,301
356,081
356,915
356,483
356,843
356,843
356,843
356,843
356,843
356,868
356,876
356,882
356,893
356,883
356,724
356,724
356,724
356,724
356,724
356,707
356,915
356,933
356,939
356,946
356,953
356,957
356,358
356,368
356,381
356,395
356,412
356,413

3,966,874
3,966,896
3,966,973
3,967,157
3,967,293
3,967,445
3,967,653
3,967,916
3,967,795
3,967,899
3,967,941
3,967,779
3,967,793
3,966,954
3,966,944
3,966,937
3,966,931
3,966,909
3,967,183
3,967,183
3,967,183
3,967,183
3,967,196
3,967,241
3,967,227
3,967,220
3,967,202
3,967,191
3,967,201
3,967,779
3,967,761
3,967,754
3,967,748
3,967,741
3,967,737
3,967,788
3,967,788
3,967,788
3,967,788
3,967,788
3,967,773

2.70
1.40
0.70
0.75
0.85
1.30
1.00
1.60
2.20
1.60
0.95
1.05
2.00
1.25
1.00
1.90
>2.80
1.45
0.80
>3.30
0.80
1.00
1.10
0.60
0.90
1.75
1.30
0.80
1.30
1.05
1.20
2.50
3.30
0.95
1.20
0.50
1.30
2.00
>3.30
>3.30
>3.50

a
DTB is depth to bedrock. Coordinates are in UTM system with WGS84
datum.

measures radially at 30° intervals and recorded the presence/
absence of bedrock and large clasts along each transect at
2 m intervals (Figure 7). Large (>0.5 m diameter) clasts
were recorded in addition to bedrock because we noted from
our summit‐flat regolith thickness survey that, in places
where large clasts exist in significant numbers on the surface, regolith tends to be less than 0.5 m in thickness. In the
field we measured bedrock presence/absence using distance
along the ground. This distance differs somewhat from the
planform or map‐view distance because of the sloping terrain. In order to properly determine the map locations of the
field‐transect data, we used the slopes calculated from the
lidar‐based DEM to relate the cumulative along‐ground
distance to the planform distance along each transect.
[22] Field observations suggest that the density and
heights of trees are lower in basin bottoms compared to side
slopes and ridge tops. As noted in the Study Area section,
trees are absent from many topographically closed or nearly
closed basins in VCNP due to the fact that poor drainage
maintains soil moisture values that are too high for the
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survival of Ponderosa pine and mixed Conifer species
[Coop and Givnish, 2007; Muldavin and Tonne, 2003].
Figure 8 illustrates this correlation in a portion of the Banco
Bonito region. Figure 8a illustrates the bare‐earth lidar DEM
of the area and Figure 8b illustrates the canopy height map
of the same area using shaded‐relief images. Arrows in
Figure 8 point to basins where the association between low
tree density and low topographic position/poor drainage is
especially apparent. This relationship is potentially significant for this study because it suggests that the values of 
(or d) may have enough spatial variability to significantly
affect the spatial distribution of regolith thickness. In order
to quantify the relationship between vegetation density/height
and topographic position, we used the lidar‐derived 1 m/pixel
canopy height layer produced by NCALM to relate mean
canopy height (a variable that combines tree heights and
density) to topographic curvature. The results of that analysis,
presented in Figure 8 and described in section 4 below, were
used to inform how the values of  (or d) might vary with
curvature or topographic position. In this analysis, the curvature in each pixel of the bare‐earth lidar DEM was first computed. Then, canopy heights in each 1 m2 pixel with similar
bare‐earth curvature values were averaged to yield a mean
canopy height for that particular bin of curvature values. This
approach combines vegetation height and density because it
includes pixels where the canopy height is zero in the analysis.
The data were binned in increments of 0.02 m−1 from −0.1 to
+0.02 m−1 to yield the histogram illustrated in Figure 8a.
3.2. Geochemical Analyses
[23] In order to estimate the fraction of regolith derived
from eolian dust, we measured the concentration of immobile elements within the regolith via X‐ray fluorescence and
compared those values to end‐member parent material
concentrations for bedrock and dust reported in the literature. As an alternative approach we also report estimated
values assuming that samples from the lowest portion of the
soil profile have negligible dust content. This latter approach
may underestimate the amount of dust in the soil but it
provides a useful alternative approach because it is not
sensitive to uncertainties in bedrock elemental compositions. We used bedrock elemental compositions for the
Banco Bonito rhyolite reported by Self et al. [1988] and
elemental compositions of modern dust from the southern
Nevada region reported by Marith Reheis and her colleagues
in a series of papers [Reheis et al., 1999, 2002, 2009].
[24] The fraction of regolith comprised of eolian dust, fd,
was calculated using the methods of Eberly et al. [1996], i.e.,
CAP CBS
 CAS
CBP
fd ¼ P D
CA CB
 CAD
CBP

ð12Þ

and Ferrier et al. [2011], i.e.,
 P

1
CA CBP CAP  CAD CBP  CBD
fd ¼


CAS CBS
CAS
CBS

ð13Þ

where Cs denote concentrations for immobile elements A and
B (subscripts) in parent rock (P), regolith/soil (S), and dust
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Figure 7. Results of the presence/absence surveys for the five study basins (same scale for all basins).
In each basin, the presence/absence of regolith, large clasts, and bedrock were measured at 2 m intervals
along twelve transects in 30° increments. In each image, regolith is shown as light gray boxes along each
transect, large clasts as dark gray, and bedrock as black. These data sets illustrate the tendency for bedrock
to be exposed along the ridge top areas of sufficiently high convexity. Note that basins are shown out of
numerical order in order to minimize white space.
(D) materials (superscripts). The Ferrier et al. [2011] method
improves upon that of Eberly et al. [1996] in that the Ferrier
et al. [2011] method does not require the assumption of
negligible mass loss from the soil. As such, it is a more
general method.

[25] We used Nb and Zr for this calculation, two immobile
trace elements within soils. We used Nb and Zr rather than the
more common Ti and Zr [Brimhall et al., 1988; Birkeland,
1999; Egli and Fitze, 2000] because the elemental ratios
of Nb and Zr showed greater difference between the end‐

Figure 8. Illustration of the negative correlation between canopy cover and curvature. (a) Shaded relief
image of a subset of Banco Bonito. Inset plot illustrates the mean canopy height for a range of values
of curvature. (b) Shaded relief image of canopy height of the same area as Figure 8a. Arrows point to
basin bottoms (areas of high curvature) where the inverse relationship between curvature and biomass
(e.g., high curvature and low biomass) is particularly apparent. Negative curvature values are ridges
and positive values are basin bottoms.
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members of bedrock and dust compared to those of Ti and Zr.
Twenty‐two soil samples were analyzed, i.e., three to four
samples from depth profiles in seven representative soil pits,
including ridge‐top, side‐slope, and basin‐bottom topographic
positions. Nb concentrations in the soils we sampled ranged
from 15 to 30 ppm, with an average value of 23 ppm (compared to dust values of 10 ppm as reported by Reheis et al.
[1999] and bedrock values of 39 ppm as reported by Self
et al. [1988]). Zr concentrations in the soils ranged from 70
to 140 ppm, with an average value of 113 ppm (compared to
dust values of 230 ppm as reported by Reheis et al. [1999] and
bedrock values of 136 ppm as reported by Self et al. [1988]).
[26] In order to measure the elemental compositions
of regolith, approximately 0.6 g of ground samples were
pressed into pellets at a pressure of 22 tons for 60 s bound
with a layer of cellulose wax (3642 Cellulose binder –
SPEX SamplePrep PrepAid™) and analyzed using a Polarized Energy‐Dispersive X‐ray Fluorescence spectrometer
(EDXRF–SPECTRO XEPOS, Kleve, Germany). Measurements were carried out under a Helium atmosphere and four
secondary targets (HOPG, Mo, Al2O3, and Co) were used to
provide different excitation conditions at different voltage
and current settings. Acquisition time was set to 300 s for
each secondary target. The detector consisted of a silicon
drift detector. Calibration of the EDXRF was performed
using 25 certified reference materials and 18 uncertified
materials previously analyzed by ICP‐MS following Li‐
metaborate fusion. Data were corrected for loss on ignition.
3.3. Numerical Modeling
[27] The numerical model of this study solves for the
evolution of topography and regolith thickness at each point
of a 1 m/pixel raster grid through time for 40 kyr using a
prescribed initial condition with no regolith cover and U set
to zero. Regolith production during each time step and each
pixel is computed using Euler’s method, i.e., during each
time step the regolith thickness at the beginning of the time
step is used to compute the increase in regolith thickness
during that time step due to regolith production as
hi;j ðt þ Dt Þ ¼ hi;j ðtÞ þ Dt

b P0 hcos=h0
e
s cos 

ð14Þ

Erosion and deposition in the model is computed using the
Forward‐Time‐Centered‐Space (FTCS) method. The x and
y components of the colluvial flux in the FTCS method are
computed using
qxiþ1=2;j ¼ 

ziþ1;j  zi;j
Dx

ð15Þ

qyiþ1=2;j ¼ 

zi;jþ1  zi;j
Dx

ð16Þ

and

for the slope‐dependent model and
qxiþ1=2;j ¼ 

ziþ1;j  zi;j
1
hiþ1;j þ hi;j
Dx
2

ð17Þ

qxiþ1=2;j ¼ 

ziþ1;j  zi;j
1
hi;jþ1 þ hi;j
Dx
2

ð18Þ

and
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for the depth‐ and slope‐dependent model. We also considered a model in which the diffusivity varies as a function
of the curvature, a proxy for biomass, to capture the fact that
basin bottoms, on average, have a lower density of trees
relative to side slopes and ridge tops, i.e.,

qxiþ1=2;j

8
9
 ziþ1;j  zi;j =Dx if r2 z > 0
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
=
2
¼ 1:5 ziþ1;j  zi;j =Dx if  0:04 < r z < 0
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:
;
2
2 ziþ1;j  zi;j =Dx if r z < 0:04
ð19Þ

with an analogous form for the y component. The form of
(19) is consistent with the results of the correlation analysis
between topographic curvature and lidar‐derived canopy
height presented in Figure 8 and discussed in section 4 if
one assumes that sediment transport increases with mean
canopy height. We did not consider the nonlinear slope‐
dependent model (i.e., (7)) in this study because slope gradients in our five study basins are modest and nonlinear
effects impact only a very small proportion of each basin.
Specifically, slope gradients above 20° (where nonlinear
effects begin to become significant, assuming Sc is in the
range of 30° to 40°) occur in 15%, 6%, 15%, 9%, and 9% of
the area in basins 1–5, respectively, based on an analysis of
the lidar DEM. Slopes above 25° are much less common,
occurring in only 3%, 1%, 3%, 2%, and 2% of basins 1–5,
respectively. Nearly all of these high‐slope regions occur in
areas with bedrock outcrops where regolith is transported as
quickly as it is produced whether or not nonlinear slope
effects are considered. We refer to (17) and (18) as the
slope‐dependent model in this paper (it is more commonly
referred to as the linear slope‐dependent model) because we
do not include a nonlinear transport model.
[28] Fluxes computed by (15)–(19) are indexed at half
grid points because fluxes are not defined at any grid point
but rather as the colluvial material moving between two grid
points. Conservation of mass is given by

Dt 
hi;j ðt þ Dt Þ ¼ hi;j ðt Þ 
qxiþ1=2;j  qxi1=2;j
Dx

Dt 
qyi;jþ1=2  qyi;j1=2

Dx

ð20Þ

To maintain stability, the model time step must be less than
(Dx)2/2 for the slope‐dependent model (i.e., the Courant
stability criterion) and somewhat less than that for the
depth‐ and slope‐dependent model. For our model runs with
the depth‐ and slope‐dependent model we employed a time
step that was 10 times lower than the upper limit of the
slope‐dependent model, i.e., 0.1(Dx)2/2. We verified
convergence in all cases by rerunning the model with a
time step half as large, making sure that the difference in
regolith thickness between the two models was at most a
few centimeters.
[29] Colluvial transport is limited by the supply of regolith
made available through regolith production from bedrock.
As such, the erosion/deposition component of the model
cannot be decoupled from the regolith production model.
To ensure that the model conserves mass globally such that
all of the regolith deposited in the lower portions of the
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basin equals the regolith eroded from points up‐slope, a
potential erosion/deposition is first computed for each pixel
during each time step using (15), (16), and (19) for the
slope‐dependent model and (17), (18), and (19) for the
depth‐ and slope‐dependent model. In pixels undergoing
erosion, if the potential erosion is greater than the amount of
regolith present in that pixel then erosion removes all of the
regolith but does not erode further. If the potential erosion is
less than the amount of regolith present then the actual
erosion equals the potential erosion. In pixels undergoing
deposition, the potential deposition is compared to the colluvial flux available to the pixel, i.e., the sum of all the
regolith eroded from up‐slope that is routed to that point.
Routing of colluvial material is calculated via the Multiple‐
Flow‐Direction (MFD) method of Freeman [1991], traversing the grid in rank order from the highest to the lowest
pixel in the grid. If the potential deposition at a pixel is
greater than the supply of regolith available from up‐slope,
all of the regolith routed to that point is deposited and the
reservoir of routed colluvial material is depleted. If the
potential deposition is less than the amount of regolith
routed to that pixel, the actual deposition equals the potential deposition and the reservoir of routed regolith is
decreased by the amount deposited at that pixel. In this way,
the model conserves mass by ensuring that all of the regolith
deposited in the lower portions of basins equals the regolith
eroded from points up‐slope.
[30] To run each model forward in time, an initial
topography at 40 ka is required. The simplest approach is to
assume that the modern topography closely approximates
the topography at 40 ka and run the model forward in time
for 40 kyr using its present topography as the initial condition but with no initial regolith cover. This approach
would certainly underestimate the magnitude of colluvial
transport to some extent because the modern topography has
a somewhat lower relief compared to the topography at
40 ka. An alternative approach is to “antidiffuse” the
modern topography to estimate the topography at 40 ka.
Diffusion cannot be run stably backward in time to a unique
initial condition. Nevertheless, the relief of the basin can be
increased at the hillslope scale to approximate the relief that
the landscape would have had at 40 ka. Regolith production
and colluvial transport has lowered the relief of the landscape over the past 40 kyr, and thus the key objective of
this antidiffusion step is to increase the relief of the landscape at the hillslope scale to counteract the relief reduction
that took place as the landscape evolved between 40 ka and
its present state. Our antidiffusion procedure takes place
in two steps. First, we smoothed the bare‐earth lidar DEM
by diffusing the topography forward in time with T =
10 m2. Then, we calculated the local curvature at each point
and antidiffused the topography in a single 40 kyr time
step using
zi;j ð0Þ ¼ zi;j ðTBB Þ 

TBB
ð DxÞ2

ziþ1;j þ zi1;j þ zi;jþ1 þ zi;j1  4zi;j
ð21Þ

where  is the prescribed value of the colluvial transport
coefficient for that model run and TBB = 40 kyr. This antidiffusion step overestimates the magnitude of landscape
change if P0 is small and  is large. In such cases, the
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antidiffusion step will predict a much larger elevation
change at some locations than is possible given that the
bedrock must be converted to regolith before the landscape
can diffuse. To correct this problem, we first computed a
potential increase/decrease in elevation using (21) and then
checked each point to see if the potential increase/decrease
was greater than P0TBB. If so, we restricted the magnitude
of the elevation increase/decrease calculated by (21) to
P0TBB. It may seem counterintuitive to diffuse the model
forward in time with T = 10 m2 only to take a backward
step in time using (21). However, some smoothing of the
bare‐earth lidar DEM prior to using (21) is necessary in
order to reduce the small‐scale variability in the DEM that
dominates the curvature term in the absence of smoothing.
The antidiffusion step increases the relief of each basin by
approximately 1 to 3 m for representative values of .
Typical ridge‐top curvature values are in the range of −0.03
to −0.05 m−1, resulting in elevation increases of 1 to 2 m for
 = 1 m2 kyr−1. Basin bottoms decrease in elevation by
somewhat smaller values because their curvature values
are typically in the range of 0.01 to 0.02 m−1. It should be
emphasized that the size of the antidiffusion step depends
on the parameters P0 and  (or d). In the inverse model
procedure used in this study, the forward model is run many
times for all possible values of P0 and  (or d). Therefore
it is necessary to antidiffuse the topography differently
for each trial value of P0 and  (or d) in order to maintain
self‐consistency between the antidiffusion step and the
forward model.
[31] The numerical model described above is used in
conjunction with an inverse model procedure that accepts,
as input, a bare‐earth lidar DEM and field measurement
data for the presence/absence of bedrock and/or regolith
thickness for each basin. The inversion procedure predicts a
regolith thickness map for each pair of P0 and  (or d)
values, and that map is quantitatively compared to the
measured regolith thickness values and/or presence/absence
data as each parameter is varied over a wide range. In this
study we used two different procedures for assessing the
best fit values of P0 and  (or d). First, we used the bedrock presence/absence data to calculate the values of P0
and  (or d) that minimize the root‐mean‐square difference between the model prediction and observed data.
Second, we combined the bedrock presence/absence and
excavation‐derived regolith thickness data into a single
inverse modeling procedure that uses a Monte Carlo algorithm to identify a range of P0 and  (or d) values consistent with the observed data, taking into account observed
variability in regolith thickness values measured in the field.
[32] First, we describe the inversion procedure used when
considering the bedrock presence/absence data alone. We
must assign some penalty to mismatches between model
predictions (which predict regolith thickness as a continuous
value greater than or equal to zero) and measurements
(which constrain only the presence/absence of regolith). For
each location where field observations indicate that bedrock
is exposed at the surface and the model predicts a regolith
thickness of greater than 0.1 m, we assigned a penalty score
of 1. Conversely, where field observations indicate that no
bedrock is exposed and the model predicts a regolith
thickness less than 0.1 m, we also assigned a score of 1.
In all other cases no penalty was assigned. Scores were
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summed for all points where presence/absence data was
recorded. However, we chose not to include points from
concave portions of the landscape in the analysis, for two
reasons. One reason is that no concave locations have
bedrock exposed, so these locations have no diagnostic
value (i.e., in the model, concave regions are predicted to
have regolith for all finite values of P0 and  (or d)).
Second, the fact that there are many fewer points where
bedrock is present than absent potentially biases the inverse
method toward higher P0/ values. For example, if P0/ is
zero and the number of points where bedrock is present
comprises 10% of the total number of observations (a typical ratio based on our field data), then the model will fail at
90% of locations because it predicts bedrock everywhere.
Conversely, however, if P0/ is very large, the model will
fail at only 10% of locations even though the prediction
(infinite regolith thickness everywhere) is just as unrealistic
as the P0/ = 0 case. By restricting the data set to convex
areas only, the number of locations where bedrock is present
roughly equals the number of locations where it is absent,
thereby minimizing any potential bias related to the asymmetry in the number of bedrock present versus bedrock
absent data points.
[33] Although minimizing the root‐mean‐square difference between the model and measurements enables a best fit
pair of model parameter values to be constrained, it does not
provide an uncertainty estimate for those values. To solve
this problem, we also employed a Monte Carlo approach
that includes both presence/absence and excavation‐derived
regolith thickness data that incorporates the fact that there
always exists some uncertainty in regolith thicknesses
resulting from the fact that the regolith‐bedrock boundary
is diffuse and spatially variable across the landscape. Our
Monte Carlo procedure uses a prescribed coefficient of
variation that represents the pit‐to‐pit variation in regolith
thicknesses at points with similar curvatures/topographic
positions. For example, a coefficient of variation or cv value
of 0.5 implies that soil pits located in similar topographic
positions will vary with a standard deviation equal to one
half of the mean as a result of small‐scale spatial and temporal variability in regolith production and transport processes. Given a prescribed cv, our method generates a set of
10,000 regolith thickness values for each measurement pit,
sampling from a lognormal distribution and using the value
measured in the field as the mean and the prescribed cv
as the coefficient of variation for Monte Carlo sampling. We
use the lognormal distribution because it is the simplest
distribution for a positive definite quantify such as soil
thickness. In some cases, regolith thicknesses measured in
the field were only minimum estimates because we could
not dig any further at those sites. In such cases, the squared
difference between the field measurement and the model is
only counted if the model prediction for regolith thickness
is less than the value measured in the field. In other cases,
where the model‐predicted value is larger than a minimum
regolith thickness measured in the field, there is no basis for
penalizing the model, and so that difference is not included
in the calculation of root‐mean‐square (RMS) difference.
The model‐predicted regolith thickness values for each pair
of P0 and  (or d) values are then compared to each of the
10,000 Monte Carlo sets of simulated regolith thicknesses.
Each of the 10,000 Monte Carlo sets of “observed” regolith
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thicknesses have a pair of P0 and  (or d) values that yields
a minimum RMS difference. If the prescribed coefficient of
variation is nearly zero, the Monte Carlo procedure yields a
RMS difference within a narrow range of P0 and  (or d)
values close to the value that would be obtained by minimizing the RMS difference without Monte Carlo sampling.
If the cv value is relatively high, a wider range of P0 and
 (or d) best fit values are obtained. Our Monte Carlo
procedure runs the landscape evolution model forward in
time for a wide range of P0 and  (or d) values and then
computes the frequency or fraction of Monte Carlo trials
that yields each pair of P0 and  (or d) values as their best
fit. The frequency‐weighted center of mass of the resulting
“cloud” of frequency values in P0 and  (or d) space
provides the best estimate for P0 and  (or d). The range of
the parameter space resulting in finite frequencies quantifies
the uncertainty in the resulting values. In order to use the
frequency data as a 95% confidence interval, we also zeroed
out the lowest frequencies in rank order of ascending frequency until the sum of all zeroed‐out frequencies equaled
0.05 or 5%. In this way, the range of the parameter space
with finite frequency values reported in this paper represents
the 95% confidence interval for P0 and  (or d) values for
each basin. We chose a cv value of 0.5 based on the variations in measured summit flat regolith thicknesses reported
in section 4.
[34] When combining the bedrock presence/absence data
with the regolith thickness data into a single inversion
procedure, it is necessary to combine and weight the two
data sets. To do this, we first treated the presence/absence
data as if it was a quantitative measure of regolith thickness.
To do this, each point where bedrock was observed was
treated as zero regolith thickness. The regolith thickness was
assumed to be 0.5 m in locations where large clasts were
observed. Surveys conducted at such locations yielded
regolith thicknesses in the range of 0.3–0.7 m. Where neither bedrock nor large clasts were present, we assumed that
the regolith was greater than or equal to 1 m, treating those
points in a similar manner as the minimum values for
excavated pits, i.e., no penalty or difference was computed if
the predicted regolith was greater than 1 m. In terms of
weighting the two data sets, the simplest approach is to treat
each observation of bedrock presence/absence as the
equivalent of one excavated soil pit. That approach is
problematic because there are many more presence/absence
observations compared with excavated pits, so the inversion
procedure would be weighted toward matching the presence/
absence data. To avoid this problem, we weighed the two data
sets equally, increasing the weight assigned to each excavated
soil pit by an amount equal to the ratio of the number of
presence/absence data points to the number of regolith
thickness data points. In this way, the best fit model parameters returned by the inversion procedure represent an equal
compromise between matching the presence/absence and
regolith thickness data sets.

4. Results
4.1. Field Measurements and Lidar Analysis
[35] The inset histogram shown in Figure 6 illustrates the
results of the summit flat regolith thickness survey. Regolith
on summit flats ranged from 0.7 to 2.7 m in thickness with a
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mean value of 1.3 m and a coefficient of variation of 0.5.
These data can be used to infer the value of P0 using (9)
with hm = 1.3 m and TBB = 40 kyr. Equation (9) yields
P0 = 0.09 m kyr−1, assuming a density ratio rb/rs of 1.8. In
this paper we use rb/rs = 1.8 as a reference value for all
of the calculations where rb/rs is required, recognizing that
this value is not precisely applicable to either the obsidian
or tuff individually in Banco Bonito. There are two reasons
for using the reference value approach to prescribing rb/rs.
First, regolith thickness values predicted by the hillslope
evolution model are independent of rb/rs if the same density
used to calibrate the values of P0 (as in (9)) is used in the
numerical hillslope evolution model. For this reason, it is
more important to use a consistent value of rb/rs than it is
to use any specific value. Second, the presence of two
protoliths (obsidian and tuff) with very different densities
makes it difficult to apply one particular density value to (9).
Therefore we calibrate the value of P0 assuming a reference
density contrast of 1.8, recognizing that the resulting value
of P0 is specific to that density contrast and must be adjusted
proportionately in areas where a different rb/rs value applies.
Similarly, since we adopt a uniform value of h0 equal to 0.5 m
in this study (based on typical value obtained by Heimsath
et al. [1997, 1999, 2001, 2006]), the values of P0 we
obtain are specific to that value of h0. The coefficient of
variation of 0.5 and the number of summit flat regolith
thickness measurements can be used to estimate the uncertainty of the mean using Student’s t distribution [Student,
1908], also assuming that regolith thickness values are lognormally distributed. The resulting uncertainty of the mean
is 0.2 m. This uncertainty translates, via error propagation
through (9), into an uncertainty in P0 of +0.05/−0.03 m kyr−1
around the mean value of 0.09 m kyr−1 for Banco Bonito.
[36] Figure 7 illustrates the results of the field surveys
for bedrock presence/absence for each basin. Figure 7 also
records locations where large clasts were present. These
locations indicate areas where regolith is present but thin
(between 0.3 and 0.7 m) based upon informal regolith thicknesses measured at a sample of the presence/absence locations. As Figure 7 illustrates, bedrock exposure is common on
the ridge tops and rare on the side slopes or basin bottoms.
[37] The inset graph in Figure 8 illustrates the results of
the lidar canopy height analysis. The negative relationship
between mean canopy height and curvature provides the
basis for considering a curvature‐ or biomass‐dependent
transport model (i.e., (19)). The precise form of the curvature dependence in (19) is not well constrained since the
relationship between biomass and colluvial transport rate
is not well constrained and the tree density on the modern
Banco Bonito landscape is merely a snapshot in time. Nevertheless, it is useful to at least qualitatively evaluate how
spatial variations in  (or d) might influence the spatial
variation of regolith thickness. This evaluation is further
discussed in section 5, following the presentation of the
results of the numerical modeling.

and Zr, assuming either the elemental compositions for
bedrock reported by Self et al. [1988] or that the lowest
sample within each pit has negligible dust content. We
report estimates obtained using both the methods of Eberly
et al. [1996] and Ferrier et al. [2011], yielding four possible
values for the eolian fraction for each soil sample. Eolian
fractions estimated in this way range from 0 to 32% (with an
average value of 17%) for the Eberly et al. [1996] method
and 0 to 46% (with an average value of 23%) for the Ferrier
et al. [2011] method, assuming rock of the elemental
compositions reported by Self et al. [1988]. Alternatively,
assuming that the lowest soil sample is dust free, eolian
fractions estimated using the Ferrier et al. [2011] method
ranged from 0 to 24% with an average value of 5% with
slightly lower values obtained using the Eberly et al. [1996]
method. During the grinding portion of the sample preparation process, some Zr was introduced into the samples.
This contamination was consistent across all the samples,
however, as measured in Zr concentrations of pure quartz
sand blank samples. As such, we report our results in Table
2 using a correction factor determined by the blank concentration values to correct for this problem.
[39] The eolian fractions reported in Table 2 are sensitive
to the elemental concentrations of bedrock and dust assumed
in the analyses. Without more precise estimates of dust
elemental compositions in the northern New Mexico region
specifically, the results presented in Table 2 provide only an
approximate estimate of the dust content in the Banco
Bonito soils. Nevertheless, these estimates suggest that dust
is a significant but not a dominant influence on regolith
production. Of the four methods presented, the highest
average value was 23%, indicating that more than 75% of
the regolith production process occurs by weathering of the
bedrock into regolith. As such, we chose not to explicitly
distinguish eolian deposition from regolith production by
bedrock weathering in the numerical model of this paper.
Including eolian deposition explicitly in the model would
have had the effect of decreasing the inferred values of P0
by approximately 25%. P0 values inferred from the analysis
vary from basin to basin by much more than 25%, however.
As such, the uncertainty introduced into the analysis by not
explicitly including eolian deposition is much lower than the
observed basin‐to‐basin uncertainty or variation we
observed when applying the model.
[40] It is theoretically possible that dust from volcanic
deposits in the Valles Caldera region itself could also have
been an eolian source in addition to dust from sources on the
Colorado Plateau (southern Utah) and/or from the Mojave
Desert (southern Nevada). However, we don’t consider this
possibility likely due to both the coarse‐grained texture of
Valles Caldera volcanic deposits and the forested vegetation
cover of the area. The El Cajete tephra deposit (ca. 50 ka),
for example, is predominantly pebble‐ to gravel‐sized in
road‐cut exposures, precluding them from being significant
eolian dust sources.

4.2. Geochemical Analyses
[38] Table 2 presents geochemically derived estimates for
the fraction of each regolith sample comprised of eolian
deposits using the methods described in the Methods section. For each regolith sample, the fraction derived from
eolian deposits was calculated using concentrations of Nb

4.3. Numerical Modeling
[41] Figure 9 illustrates the results of numerical model
runs designed to illustrate the effects of different colluvial
transport models for an idealized, radially symmetric
closed‐basin landscape (Figure 9A). The results of the
slope‐dependent model shown in Figure 9B indicate that the
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Table 2. Eolian Fractions for Each Regolith Sample, Computed Using Zr and Nb Elemental Concentrations and the Method of
Ferrier et al. [2011]a
Eolian Fraction (%) With Nb, Zr
Eberly et al. [1996] Method

Ferrier et al. [2011] Method

Easting
(m)

Northing
(m)

Depth
(m)

Using Lowest
Sample as Bedrock

Using Self et al. [1988]
Values as Bedrock

Using Lowest
Sample as Bedrock

Using Self et al. [1988]
Values as Bedrock

356,875
356,875
356,875
356,875
356,724
356,724
356,724
356,724
356,724
356,724
356,365
356,365
356,365
356,939
356,939
356,939
356,382
356,382
356,382
356,483
356,483
356,483

3,967,183
3,967,183
3,967,183
3,967,183
3,967,202
3,967,202
3,967,202
3,967,229
3,967,229
3,967,229
3,967,788
3,967,788
3,967,788
3,967,755
3,967,755
3,967,755
3,967,788
3,967,788
3,967,788
3,967,793
3,967,793
3,967,793

0.3
0.9
1.7
2.7
0.1
0.6
1.3
0.2
1.0
1.7
0.1
0.6
1.3
0.1
1.0
2.0
0.2
1.2
1.6
0.1
1.0
2.0

17.4
14.2
3.0
0.0
9.6
6.1
0.0
10.6
5.2
0.0
1.3
0.25
0.0
0.0
4.8
0.0
17.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

17.3
14.0
2.7
0.0
22.0
17.7
13.6
20.6
14.2
9.6
16.6
15.5
15.9
17.1
23.7
19.8
24.7
7.6
9.7
31.0
19.9
32.4

23.5
18.0
3.5
0.0
9.5
6.7
0.0
9.3
5.2
0.0
1.3
0.26
0.0
0.0
4.8
0.0
19.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

29.1
22.6
4.4
0.0
28.2
25.2
18.1
24.6
19.9
13.7
18.9
17.9
17.7
21.5
30.8
26.2
44.1
17.3
18.3
44.8
22.4
45.7

a
Eolian fractions are expressed as a percentage. Results are presented assuming that concentrations from the two different bedrock parent materials found
in Banco Bonito (obsidian and tuff) and concentrations in dust reported in the literature from two potential dust source regions (NV and UT).
Zr concentrations of bedrock and regolith were corrected for contamination introduced during the grinding process by a consistent enrichment factor
measured in blank samples.

model predicts thicker regolith on side slopes compared to
basin bottoms. This pattern is not consistent with our field
observations, which generally show that the thickest regolith
occurs near the center of each basin for values of P0 in the
vicinity of 0.1 m kyr−1. The depth‐ and slope‐dependent
transport model does a better job at predicting thicker regolith on basin bottoms compared to side slopes (Figure 9c).
The curvature‐ or biomass‐dependent transport model, i.e.,

(19) (Figure 9d), further promotes the development of thick
regolith near the center of each basin, but this effect is small
compared to that associated with the change from a slope‐
dependent model to a depth‐ and slope‐dependent transport
model. Finally, the depth‐ and slope‐ and biomass‐dependent
model (Figure 9e) yields results broadly similar to those in
Figure 9c. The biomass dependence of the transport coefficient promotes slightly more thickening of regolith at the

Figure 9. Example model results for an idealized basin, illustrating the impact of different colluvial
transport relationships and values of the parameters toward the lower and higher ends of the range of
values we obtained in this study. Cross sections of predicted regolith thickness values are shown for
an idealized, radially symmetric basin with the topographic cross section shown in Figure 9a and for
the colluvial transport models specified.
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Figure 10. Results of the inversion method for the five study basins using bedrock presence/absence data
only. Gray scale maps of the least squares error between the model‐predicted and observed presence/
absence data for each of the five basins for (a) the slope‐dependent model and (b) the depth‐ and‐slope‐
dependent model are shown. Black and darker shades of gray indicate areas of the parameter space with
low relative error while white and lighter shades of gray indicate areas with higher relative error.
In Figures 10a and 10b, white lines indicate the value of the ratio P0/ (for the slope‐dependent model)
and P0/d (for the depth‐ and slope‐dependent model) that yields the lowest error for each basin.
bottom of the basin, but this effect is not large compared to
Figure 9c as the difference between including a depth
dependence in the model (Figure 9c) and not including it
(Figures 9a and 9d). We focus the remainder of this section on

results of the slope‐dependent and depth‐ and slope‐dependent models in the five basins studied because including the
biomass dependence does not change the results substantially
and including it comes at the cost of introducing additional
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Figure 11. Results of the Monte Carlo inversion method for the five study basins using bedrock presence/
absence data and regolith thickness measurements. Shown are (a) the results of the slope‐dependent model
and (b) the results of the depth‐ and slope‐dependent model. Figures 11a and 11b represent a gray scale
map of the relative frequency with which each pair of (P0, ) (in Figure 11a) and (P0, d) (in Figure 11b)
values yielded the lowest error in the Monte Carlo method. The open circles with crosses indicate the best
fit values for each basin based on a weighted average of the gray scale maps.
parameters to the model that make the results less applicable
to other study sites.
[42] Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the results of the inversion procedure to constrain P0 and  (or d). Figure 10
illustrates the results of the inversion procedure that uses

the bedrock presence/absence data (shown in Figure 7)
alone. For the results illustrated in Figure 10 we computed
the RMS difference between the predicted and measured
presence/absence data using a penalty score to quantify
mismatches among the predicted and observed values.
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Table 3. Best Fit Parameters and Associated Least Root‐Mean‐Square Errors of the Numerical Modelsa
Basin

Transport
Model

P0/ (m−1) or P0/d
(Figure 10)

P0 (m kyr−1)
(Figure 11)

 (m2 kyr−1) or d (m kyr−1)
(Figure 11)

RMS Error (m)
(Figure 11)

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

SD
SD
SD
SD
SD
DSD
DSD
DSD
DSD
DSD

0.1
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.07

0.07
0.03
0.02
0.07
0.07
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.09
0.12

0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.7
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.7
1.0

0.7
0.5
0.5
1.1
1.2
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.9
0.7

a

RMS is root‐mean‐square, SD stands for slope‐dependent transport model, and DSD stands for depth‐ and slope‐dependent model.

Figure 10a shows results for the slope‐dependent model and
Figure 10b show the results of the depth‐ and slope‐
dependent model. The relative error between the model and
measured data in Figure 10 is shown using a gray scale map
in which white/light gray represents larger errors or more
frequent mismatches between the model prediction and
observed data, while black/dark gray represents fewer mismatches. In most cases, the fewest mismatches between
the model and measured data occur along a line in P0‐
versus‐‐ (or d‐) space rather than at a specific pair of P0
and  (or d) values. The slopes of these lines constrain the
best fit value of P0/ (or P0/d) for each basin. The best
fit results are P0/ = 0.1, 0.01, 0.04, 0.1, and 0.1 m−1 for
basins 1–5 respectively using the slope‐dependent model,
and P0/d = 0.1, 0.01, 0.03, 0.03, and 0.07 for the depth‐
and slope‐dependent model (summarized in Table 3).
Combining these results with the estimate of P0 = 0.09 m
kyr−1 obtained from the summit‐flat regolith‐thickness
survey yields estimates of  and d in the range of
approximately 0.9–2.3 m2 kyr−1 (excepting basin 2, which
has an anomalously low P0/ value) and 0.9–2.7 m kyr−1
(also excepting basin 2), respectively.
[43] Figure 11 presents the results of the Monte Carlo
inversion procedure on the combination of the presence/
absence and regolith thickness data sets. The gray scale map
in each panel represents the relative frequency of best fit
matches between the model and each of the 10,000 Monte
Carlo samples of measured regolith thicknesses for each
basin. Circles with central crosses represent the best fit
results obtained by computing the frequency‐weighted
average or center of mass of each gray scale image. In the
case of the depth‐ and slope‐dependent model in basin 1,
however, we chose to limit the center‐of‐mass calculation to
only the lower‐P0 cluster of solutions (i.e., for all solutions
with P0 < 0.2 m kyr−1) due to the contorted shape of the
solution set. Without this adjustment, the center of mass is
located at a point which is not a solution for any of the
10,000 Monte Carlo trials. The results shown in Figure 11
constrain the slope‐dependent model range of P0 from a
low of 0.02 m kyr−1 in basin 3 to a high of 0.07 m kyr−1 in
basins 1, 4, and 5 (summarized in Table 3). Values of P0
constrained using the depth‐ and slope‐dependent model
(between 0.04 and 0.12 m kyr−1) are broadly comparable
to those obtained with the slope‐dependent model. Values of
 range from 0.3 to 0.7 m2 kyr−1 and values of d range
from 0.5 to 1.0 m kyr−1 (Table 3).

[44] It is necessary to show that the procedure used to
obtain Figure 11 leads to the correct results for the ideal case
where the model equations are a perfect representation of the
physical processes in nature and regolith thicknesses are
known everywhere on the landscape. In other words, it is
necessary to show that our inversion method, including the
antidiffusion step used to approximate the initial topography
of the lava flow at 40 ka, is capable of inferring the correct
values of P0 and  (or d) for the idealized case of synthetic
basins in which the initial condition is known because we
prescribed it. To do this, we ran the model forward in time
for 40 kyr from a prescribed initial condition and a prescribed value of P0 and  (or d) with initially no regolith
cover. Then, we used the regolith layer and topography
produced by that forward model at the end of 40 kyr as the
inputs to our code that implements the inversion procedure.
The inversion procedure provides a best fit estimate for the
values of P0 and  (or d) used in the forward model and an
error associated with that best fit result. Even in ideal cases
where precise regolith thicknesses are used in the inversion
procedure, the difference between the regolith thicknesses
produced by the forward model and estimated by the inverse
model are not identical because the initial topography of the
landscape at 40 ka is not known in the inversion procedure
and any technique to estimate it (e.g., our “antidiffusion”
step) will have some uncertainty or error. Since diffusion
cannot be run stably backward in time, any technique to
estimate the paleotopography at 40 ka given the modern
topography will be approximate. In our inversion procedure,
we “antidiffused” the landscape using a single time step
based on the curvature of the modern landscape computed
from a smoothed high‐resolution DEM, as described in
section 3. Figure 12 plots the root‐mean‐square (RMS)
difference between the regolith thicknesses predicted by
forward modeling each basin using its modern topography
as the initial topography at 40 ka and the results of the
inverse procedure using the output topography and regolith
thickness of the forward model. In other words, Figure 12
quantifies the error associated with our uncertain knowledge of the initial topography of each basin at 40 ka and our
imperfect attempt to estimate that paleotopography using the
antidiffusion procedure. For relatively low values of  or d,
the RMS difference is very small, i.e., less than 10 cm. This
makes sense because, in the limit of little or no lateral regolith redistribution, the topography plays little role in controlling regolith thickness; hence our uncertain knowledge
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Figure 12. Maps quantifying the differences between results of the forward and inverse models for the
(a) slope‐dependent transport model and (b) the depth‐ and slope‐dependent transport model. Figures 12a
and 12b are a contour map of r.m.s. differences in regolith thickness with intervals of 0.1 m. Points correspond to best fit values from analysis in Figure 11.
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Figure 13. Comparison of best fit predicted regolith thickness maps with field measurements. Color
maps of model‐predicted regolith thickness for (a) the slope‐dependent model and (b) the depth‐ and
slope‐dependent model. Also shown are locations and values of the measured regolith thicknesses for
comparison. The depth‐ and slope‐dependent model does a better job of reproducing the thicker
basin‐bottom regolith measured in basins 1 and 5 compared to the slope‐dependent model.
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of the paleotopography introduces little error into our results.
As the values of  or d increase, however, the RMS differences between the regolith thicknesses predicted by the
forward and inverse models increase significantly with
increasing  or d, particularly for the depth‐ and slope‐
dependent model. In order for the inversion procedure to
yield meaningful results, it is important that the RMS errors
plotted in Figure 12 be significantly smaller than the measurement error (i.e., uncertainty/variability in regolith
thicknesses) in the vicinity of the best fit values for P0 and 
(or d). As we illustrate in Figure 12 and discuss below, our
best fit values for P0 range from 0.02 m kyr−1 to 0.12 m kyr−1
and values of  and d range from 0.3 to 0.7 m2 kyr−1 and
0.5 to 1.0 m kyr−1, respectively. For this range of values,
the inherent error in the inversion procedure is in the range
of 0.1–0.2 m. These errors are significantly smaller than the
total error between model and measurements for regolith
thickness, which are 0.5 m in the best case. An inherent
uncertainty/error of 0.1–0.2 is significant but still smaller
than the observed error. As such, we conclude that the
uncertainty introduced into our analysis by our inability to
precisely determine the paleotopography at 40 ka introduces
a significant uncertainty into our analysis but one that is
nevertheless significantly smaller than the total error (the
combination of inherent and measurement errors).
[45] Figure 13 shows maps of predicted regolith thicknesses corresponding to the best fit model parameters for
each basin and for the two colluvial transport models.
Superimposed on the regolith thickness maps are the
observed regolith thickness values from excavated pits for
comparison. Qualitatively, the results of the depth‐ and
slope‐dependent model do a better job at producing thick
regolith near the centers of each basin compared to the slope‐
dependent model. The RMS differences between the best
fit model predictions and regolith thickness measurements
are 0.7, 0.5, 0.5, 1.1, and 1.2 m for basins 1–5, respectively,
for the slope‐dependent model and 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.9, and
0.7 m for the depth‐ and slope‐dependent model (summarized in Table 3). As such, the depth‐dependent model does
as well or better in matching the observed data in all basins.
It should be emphasized that the inversion procedure leading
to the model parameters used in Figure 13 incorporates
both the presence/absence and regolith thickness data sets for
each basin. Therefore if a model underpredicts the regolith
thickness at a majority of locations, it is because increasing
the value of P0/ or P0/d causes the model to overpredict
the presence of regolith on the ridge tops where the presence/
absence data must also be honored.

5. Discussion
[46] The variability in regolith thickness, even at similar
topographic positions, is substantial in the Banco Bonito
landscape. The cv value of 0.5 we computed from the
summit flat regolith thickness survey provides an approximate measure of how greatly regolith thickness varies from
pit to pit in otherwise similar locations. This relatively large
variability means that substantial field calibration data is
needed, especially in forested environments where regolith
production and transport involves the growth and detachment (by tree throw) of deep/large root systems, to provide
even approximate constraints on key geomorphic parameters
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(e.g., P0 and ) related to regolith production and transport
on hillslopes.
[47] The model predictions for regolith thickness obtained
using the best fit model parameters nevertheless predicted
regolith thickness values reasonably well with the depth‐
and slope‐dependent transport model in basins 1, 3, and 5,
i.e., the RMS difference between the model predictions and
measurements is approximately 0.5 m in these cases. The
two basins where the model does not perform as well are
both elongate basins formed predominantly by compressional folding. In basin 2 the two westernmost soil pits (i.e.,
those with 0.8 and >3.3 m thick regolith) would fit the model
predictions well if the pit locations were shifted west by
approximately 10 m. Attempts to improve upon the results in
Figure 13 for basin 2 by including more complex transport
models and/or varying the parameters of the depth‐ and
slope‐dependent model did not significantly shift the locations where the model predicts a thick depositional wedge
that, in the field, corresponds to the >3.3 m thick soil pit but
in the model prediction is closest to the location of the 0.8‐m‐
thick pit. One possible reason for this discrepancy is that the
basin was originally more asymmetric than assumed in our
antidiffusion calculation. The antidiffusion step increases the
relief of the landscape but it cannot accurately reproduce
the original topography of the lava flow if that topography
had a more asymmetric V‐shaped profile than it does today.
Relatively young (i.e., <3 ka) explosion pits with little
or no regolith cover, such as those in northern California’s
Glass Mountain [Fink et al., 1992], have smooth, parabolic
bottoms like those in Banco Bonito today. As such, it is
reasonable to assume that the original topography of our
explosion pits was broadly similar in shape to the basins we
see today. Compressional folding, however, can occur over
a range of wavelengths and need not result in basins with
initially symmetric or smooth bottoms. The antidiffusion
step that we use is an objective way of estimating the local
topography at 40 ka but significant uncertainty remains
because diffusion over 40 kyr is very effective at removing
small‐scale (i.e., <10 m) topographic variability or abrupt
changes in slope. In basin 4, our best fit model underpredicts
the regolith thickness at two pits (i.e., 2.5 and >3.3 m) near
the central axis of the basin. As in basin 2, the bedrock
beneath the center of the basin may come to a V‐shaped point
rather than having a more parabolic shape as assumed in the
antidiffusion step. Also, topographic closure in basins 2 and
4 is far less pronounced than in basins 1, 3, and 5. Basin 4 is
topographically closed but the basin bottom is less than 1 m
below the topographic divide or spill point into the next
basin. As such, fluvial deposition may have occurred at the
bottom of the basin at some point within the past 40 kyr.
[48] The best fit values for P0 are well within the range of
anticipated values based on Figure 2, i.e., 0.04 to 0.10 m
kyr−1. Basins 2 and 3 yield relatively low values for P0,
however. These values could be low because basins 2 and 3
have a higher proportion of obsidian bedrock compared to
the other basins (as we determined by field mapping),
assuming that the tuff, with its higher porosity, permeability,
and effective surface area, weathers more readily than
obsidian. The values of  and d obtained by the inversion
method that utilizes both presence/absence and regolith
thickness data, i.e.,  = 0.3–0.7 m2 kyr−1, are lower than
values previously obtained in heavily vegetated environments
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(i.e., generally greater than 1 m2 kyr−1 [Hanks, 2000]). Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that no studies have constrained the values of  and d in semiarid upland (regolith
over bedrock) environments with relatively thin regolith
for much of the history of that landscape. It is likely that there
was no regolith at all to move for a significant fraction of the
early history of Banco Bonito. Very young (<3 ka) rhyolite
flows such as Glass Mountain [Fink et al., 1992] have virtually no regolith available for transport. As such, it is not
unreasonable that the effective value of  is lower than one
would expect based on studies on pluvial or fault scarps in
unconsolidated material.
[49] Values of  and d constrained by the combination of
summit flat regolith thicknesses (which constrain P0) and
the inversion of presence/absence data (which constrain the
ratio of P0 to  or d), i.e.,  = 0.9–2.3 m2 kyr−1 and d =
0.9–2.7 m kyr−1 are somewhat higher than the best fit values
obtained for each basin (listed in Figure 11), i.e.,  = 0.3–
0.7 m2 kyr−1 and d = 0.5–1.0 m kyr−1. We consider the
basin‐specific values to be more accurate because they utilize all of the data collected for each basin and are specific to
each basin. The discrepancy between these two approaches
may also be a function of the fact that summit‐flat regolith
thicknesses and bedrock presence/absence data are collected
in areas (summit flats and explosion pit ridge tops) with
significantly higher vegetation density or aboveground
biomass compared to basin bottoms and side slopes. Regolith thickness values from basin bottoms and side slopes
incorporate areas of lower vegetation density, as illustrated
in the canopy height image in Figure 8b. Our preliminary
finding that higher values of  and d occur in areas of
summit flats and explosion pit rims and therefore may be a
result of colluvial transport rates increasing with vegetation
height/aboveground biomass in this landscape.

part of a calibration data set in areas of low vegetation cover
because it can be mapped remotely from aerial imagery.
Third, we conclude that a locally calibrated depth‐ and slope‐
dependent transport model does a better job of matching
measured regolith thickness compared with the linear slope‐
dependent model. Fourth, we conclude that our proposed
inversion method constrains the values of P0 and  or d to be
within the range of values expected for a semiarid climate.
Finally, we conclude that values of  inferred from pluvial
scarps or other landscapes with unlimited thicknesses of
unconsolidated material may be systematically larger than
values inferred, as here, from upland landscapes with relatively thin regolith. In such cases, adopting relatively low
values of  or using an explicitly depth‐dependent transport
model may be needed for proper modeling of colluvial
transport in upland landscapes. When using the depth‐ and
slope‐dependent transport model in a forested but otherwise
relatively arid climate, our results suggest that a preliminary
value of d in the range of 0.3–1.0 m kyr−1 is appropriate.
More research is needed to determine quantitatively how 
or d is related to vegetation cover/biomass, but our results,
which suggest higher values of  or d using data from
portions of the landscape with higher biomass, are consistent
with previous studies that have proposed a positive correlation between  or d and biomass.

6. Conclusions
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[50] In this study we calibrated and tested two alternative
hillslope evolution models in a dated upland landscape in
northern New Mexico. Our study has five main conclusions.
First, we conclude that dated volcanic landscapes can be
useful for understanding regolith production and transport
on hillslopes because they do not require a steady state
assumption (for either topography or regolith thickness) nor
do they require any assumption regarding the initial regolith
thickness (in volcanic landscapes we can be certain that no
regolith existed immediately after solidification). Nevertheless, uncertainty in the initial topography still translates into
uncertainty/error when comparing model predictions to
measurements in dated volcanic landscapes such as Banco
Bonito. This uncertainty is comparatively small in explosion
pit basins because they originate as relatively smooth‐
bottomed features. The uncertainty is larger in compressional
basins because folding may be asymmetric and may occur at
a range of wavelengths, making it difficult to compare the
model predictions to observations at relatively small scales
(i.e., <10 m). Second, we conclude that reasonably good
constraints can be placed on P0 and/or  or d using regolith
thickness measurements on summit flats and/or observations of bedrock presence/absence, in addition to the usual
method of measuring regolith thickness by excavating pits.
Bedrock presence/absence data may be particularly useful as
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